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SVEN PS-720 Speaker, 80W Bluetooth (black)
Get even more enjoyment out of your music. The SVEN PS-720 speaker stands out with up to 80 watts of power and is equipped with 2
32mm tweeters and midrange and woofer drivers - 145mm each. This allows you to enjoy deep bass and a new appreciation of vocals
and musical instruments. It is possible to adjust the Equalizer settings, and dynamic backlighting allows you to maintain the good mood.
All the necessary information about the speaker's operation is displayed on the LED screen, and its functions can be managed with the
remote control. You can also connect 2 speakers of the same model. You can play music from a USB drive, microSD card, as well as use
Bluetooth  technology  or  connect  the  speaker  to  a  compatible  device  via  a  cable.  A  built-in  radio  will  also  be  at  your  disposal.  The
PS-720's operating time reaches 10 hours.
 
High-end sound
With a huge output power of 80 watts (2 x 40 watts) and a dynamic frequency range of 45 to 22,000 Hz, the SVEN speaker brings every
note to life, creating an experience that will delight your senses. The sound is shaped by two 32mm tweeters and midrange and woofer
drivers of 145mm each. Regardless of the musical genre, the device delivers full harmony of sound, satisfying even the most demanding
music lovers. You can adjust the sound according to your preferences by changing the Equalizer settings.
 
Colorful backlighting
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The multi-color backlighting will sustain an enthusiastic atmosphere, enriching the dance floor. Several modes of operation will be at your
disposal. Bring your party to life by configuring the lighting to match the music! The backlighting is visible even during the day, so it will
be perfect for any situation.
 
A variety of connection options
The  SVEN  PS-720  speaker  offers  a  variety  of  connection  options  so  you  can  enjoy  your  music  exactly  the  way  you  like  it.  Bluetooth
wireless  audio  transfer  allows  you  to  connect  to  your  device  stably  up  to  10  meters  away.  If  you  prefer  to  access  your  own  song
collection, the option to play your favorite tracks from a USB drive or microSD memory card is a great choice for you. In addition, the
built-in FM receiver opens up a world of endless music for you. By selecting a frequency on the LED display, you gain access to a variety
of 24/7 songs to help create the perfect atmosphere. However, if you prefer traditional connections, use the included cable to connect
the speaker to the sound source of your choice.
 
Interesting possibilities
The speaker offers  capabilities  that  will  help you have even more fun.  Thanks to TWS technology,  you can connect  2 speakers of  the
same model and enjoy surround sound that will make your party legendary! And if you dream of karaoke in the comfort of your home,
the PS-720 model will meet your expectations. Connect the microphones to the speaker to discover your vocal talents or perform a duet.
Configure the desired sound level of your voice on the control panel and enjoy performing your favorite songs live - and with an echo
effect! Your loved ones will be delighted with this unique form of entertainment provided by the SVEN device.
 
Thoughtful design
The LED display provides essential information such as radio station frequency, volume level and song duration when playing from a USB
drive/ microSD card. The control panel allows you to easily find a song by its number, enter the frequency of a radio station, select an
audio source, configure the backlight mode and manage many other functions. All  this translates into convenient operation. An added
bonus is the practical microphone holders, located on the back of the speaker. Place them in the right place, and you'll be free to move
the device anywhere and continue the fun wherever you want.
 
Up to 10 hours of operation
The speaker's powerful battery provides up to 10 hours of uninterrupted musical fun. What if the party goes on longer than planned? No
problem! You can place a powerbank in a special niche on the case to quickly charge the device and keep the fun going at full speed.
Sing and dance with your friends everywhere - no interruptions or limitations! What's more, you don't have to move away from the group
and manually adjust the settings to control the device's operation - just use the included remote control!
 
Included:
Speaker
3.5mm mini-jack to 3.5mm mini-jack audio cable
USB to USB-C power cable
Remote control (RC)
RC battery (type AАА) x2
Microphone holder x2
User's manual
Manufacturer
SVEN
Model
PS-720
Output power (RMS)
80W (2 x 40W)
Frequency range
45 - 22,000Hz
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Transducers
Ø 32 Ø 145
Operating time
up to 10 hours
Wireless connection
Bluetooth
Power supply
7.4V, 4400 mAh (32.56 Wh) rechargeable lithium-ion battery
USB: DC 5 V
Power connector type
USB-C
Dimensions
230 x 640 x 260 mm
Weight
5200 g

Preço:

€ 122.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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